For years, Anthony customers have combined AST, ATU, & Lowboy Tuckunder models with their specified walkramps. Now it’s easier than ever. In fact, it’s as easy as 1 - 2 - 3.

1. Select the Tuckunder model you want. When placing your order, ask for the WALKRAMP CAPABILITY OPTION. The Anthony walkramp option accepts most national walkramp brands. Our hanger notches measure 20" inside-to-inside and 24 1/2" outside-to-outside. Double-check these dimensions with the walkramp you choose.

2. Select the brand of walkramp. The walkramp requires modification for a longer, extended ramp carrier track and a ramp carriage assembly. Most installations require 26" added to the length of the ramp carrier to allow the walkramp to store ahead of the liftgate and with a long enough travel to reach the liftgate floor extension when pulled out.

3. All that is left is to place your order for items 1 & 2 with your Body Company Manufacturer or local Distributor. Installation is quick and easy, and Anthony’s Walkramp and Liftgate combination will give you years of dual capacity for loading and unloading.

To learn more about the Walkramp Capability option for Tuckunder liftgates, contact Anthony Customer Support at 815-842-3383. You can also fax your request to 815-844-3612 or reach us by e-mail through our website at www.anthonyliftgates.com.